
COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENTS IN DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF CONGO

COLLATERAL
MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT

or CMA, is a legal and financial arrangement that
allows financial institutions to validate and value a
borrower's inventory and issue credit against it

CURRENT STATE

THE COLLATERAL
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

The benefits for financial institutions include:                            Potential new clients:

OPPORTUNITY IN FINANCING

Farmers largely fund operations from equity or cash on-hand. Working capital
can be secured from financial institutions against real estate assets, however
the majority of farmers are not property owners. 
 
 

As a result, large inventories of maize, coffee, cocoa,
and extractives remain un-collateralized, slowing

investment and growth into these key sectors. 

26K Tonnes Coffee
& Cocoa 

$58M (2016)

2M Tonnes Maize
$600M (2015)

Extractives
$1.7B (2015)

The collateral management agreement is
a tripartite contract between a financial
institution, a borrower, and a third party
company. 

The Third Party Company
verifies the quality of the

goods received, physically
takes storage, and issues

warehouse receipts. After
receipt, they are responsible

for quality and stock,
wherein no deposits/credits

are made without order from
the financial institution.

The Financial Institution
issues credit to the borrower
based on their valuation of the
stock received by the third
party company. Only once the
value is repaid can inventory
be remitted to the borrower.

The Borrower places their inventory with the
Third Partner Company and receives a

warehouse receipt. This receipt is used to obtain
credit from the bank, wherein reimbursements

are made according to the contract.

CMA allows processing companies to buy larger quantities of
agricultural products at harvest when the price is low and guarantee
inventory levels to process until the next season. 
For farmers and farming cooperatives, CMA provides improved
storage, reduces waste, and allows stock to be held until prices rise. 
For exporters of coffee and cocoa, CMA covers stored stocks during
the up to 2 months it takes between purchase and export. Extractives
exporters can also benefit.
Importers of agricultural inputs, oil, and manufactured goods can use
CMA against documents of the carrier through products arriving in DRC.

Increased volume of credits from existing customers
Liquidity of collateral
No risk on the physical management of goods
Acquisition of clients (agriculture, mining,
import/export)
New types of clients (Cooperatives, associations,
SMEs)
Simplicity of the solution


